Shld Coax
TT-24
TSP-22
TSP-24
TP-24
SNGL-24
SNGL-26
Dsub-9M
9 3 2 8 6 4

Single Cond, #28 AWG
COAX, #24 AWG
Braid, tinned copper
Twisted Shield Triple, #24 AWG
Twisted Shield Pr, #22 AWG
Twisted Triple, #28 AWG
Twisted Triple, #24 AWG
Twisted Pair, #24 AWG
Single Cond, #24 AWG

NC NC NC NC NC
TL-E1
WP2 WP5
28V_IN_RTN 28V_IN 28V_OUT
FM1 28V_OUT 28V_RTN
WP12 WP11 WP14 WP10 WP8
WP3 WP9 WP6 WP4
WP16 WP1 WP2 WP1WP2

PM5 PM2 PM1
International Recticfier AME28461W/HB
WP12 WP11 WP14 WP10 WP8
WP3 WP9 WP6 WP4
WP16 WP1 WP2 WP1WP2

Voltage +3.3V +24V 25W -12V +5V
FILTER MODULE

NOTE:
1) All twisted-pair wires are 22AWG unless noted.
2) For "PM1", "PM2", and "PM3" refer to schematic 50-0202-2001
   "FILTER, Schematic, Power Module, Positive voltage"
3) For "PM4 and "PM5" refer to schematic 50-0202-2002
   "FILTER, Schematic, Power Module, Negative voltage"
4) For "PM6" refer to schematic AE-8020.1B
   "FILTER, Schematic, EM Filter Module"
5) Use 2AWG on all Terminal Lugs.